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Destination Singapore

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/destination-singapore/

In the last article from Memories of a Circumnavigation, Hugh and Heather left Darwin for South-east
Asia.  This segment of their world cruise sees them sailing up the Lombok Strait to the Java Sea, island
hopping to Borneo and on to Singapore.

Lets continue to follow the adventures of Argonauta I, from when they began their journey in 1997 in the
Caribbean, until the completion of the circumnavigation in 2006, when they crossed their 1997 outbound
Caribbean track.

Bali was beautiful but Singapore beckoned.  Between lay the islands of Indonesia and the fascinating
orangutans.
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 Route from Bali to Singapore

We intended to island hop as much as possible. According to a 2010 survey, Indonesia is made up of
some 13,466 islands and only 922 are inhabited. The cruising is excellent, the culture exotic and it is
rewarding to explore ashore. Our initial objective was to sail some 385 nautical miles (nm) to the
southern part of the Island of Borneo in the Indonesian territory of Kalimantan. We planned to anchor in
the Kluang River at the port of Kumai. There we would leave the yacht and take a three-day tour up the
shallow Sekonyer River to the Tanjung Puting National Park and visit Camp Leaky, an orangutan
sanctuary.

In company with our new buddy boat, Carillion, we departed Bali and motored some 12 nm to nearby
Lembongan Island. We anchored for the night to allow a daylight passage up the Lombok Strait to the
Java Sea. We motored against a three to four knot current the first three hours but, contrary to
expectation, we enjoyed a two knot northerly current for the last third of the Strait. We entered the Java
Sea in late afternoon and set a course westbound for Kangean Island.

We encountered heavy traffic in the Java Sea, as well as numerous hazards to navigation such as oil wells
and floating fish traps. A safe passage required a high level of vigilance. Detached fishing lines and nets
posed another threat, but we had fitted a line cutter to the shaft during our last haul-out so we were
protected. In Bali, we had heard that a yacht collided with a coastal freighter as it approached Borneo.
Although there was reportedly no serious damage, the incident emphasized the need for an alert watch.
Dozing in the cockpit could prove disastrous!

About an hour before sunset a host of tiny single crew, double outrigger canoes, all sporting brightly
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colored sails, literally swarmed out to sea to fish overnight. None had lights.

 Kangean Island fishing outriggers

Our buddy boat, Carillion, experienced a deliberate close pass by a fishing boat. We were told that locals
do this to offload bad spirits onto another boat. As we arrived at Kangean Island, many sailing canoes
were making their way back from the nightly fishing sortie. We had not seen any during the night! That
afternoon, a fishing boat with ten teenagers and a two year old dropped by. This was a polite group and
Heather used her twenty words of Bahasa Indonesian to communicate with them. They laughed a lot and
we gave them cookies and stick-on Canada tattoos before we  set off on a 170 nm overnight passage to
Bawean Island.
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 Kangean kids aboard Argonauta I

Enroute, there was never a dull moment. Winds varied SE to SW from 5 to 20 knots, so to maintain our
course of 295 degrees, we reconfigured sail several times. We also had to make a number of course
alterations to avoid traffic and uncharted oil rigs. Fortunately, the oil rigs were lighted although initially,
they looked like traffic until radar made it obvious they were fixed. Approaching the Island in the late
afternoon, we encountered many fish traps identifiable by bamboo rafts with a dead palm frond as a
marker. Constant course alteration was required. The fish traps were unlighted, so it was almost
impossible to make a night arrival without colliding with one. Fortunately, we arrived before dark!

Heather recounted, “I was tracking a freighter well to starboard, watching anxiously for its green
navigation light, which meant we would pass to starboard of each other. I altered course about ten degrees
port, saw the green, but he was so close I finally decided I must disturb Hugh’s sleep. He confirmed that
we would miss, but I felt as if I could smell their breath. Reports from boats ahead warned that we would
be constantly threading the needle in the South China Sea. I thought perhaps I’d drop out in Borneo and
do volunteer work with the orangutans!”

The next day we were awakened very early by dueling mosques calling a small village to prayer. We
dinghied ashore and found a clean, prosperous looking village with shy but friendly people. Soon some
children sported Canadian decals on their bikes! That evening on October 2, we left for Kumai, a 198 nm
passage. We timed our departure to arrive mid-morning at the Kluang River entrance.

Crossing the Java Sea, we dodged small fishing boats and coastal freighters. At night we almost hit one of
the unlighted fish traps as we passed it close to port. As we approached the Kluang River estuary, we had
to avoid the local fishing fleet. Low visibility made navigation to Kumai, about 12 nm upriver, somewhat
challenging. It got a bit shallow in the narrow channel, otherwise all went well. Kumai is an outpost with
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a long line of wharves where all manner of craft tie up. Huge logs float past in the murky river. There is
little waste management and detritus litters the river banks. We anchored in the river directly across from
a nondescript shack sporting the sign, Harry’s Yacht Service. Soon Harry appeared alongside our boat.
Yachties had recommended Harry and his fleet of klotoks for a tour. Klotoks are river boats about 50 feet
in length and very similar in design to the “African Queen”.

 Our klotok

With our friends on Carillion, we arranged a two-day trip up the Sekonyer River to the Tanjung Puting
National Park. Harry, our multi-talented skipper, with his crew of two, provided meals  and running
commentary . Rather than sleep aboard, we opted to stay overnight at the simple but comfortable Rimba
Jungle Lodge. Our cruise along the meandering, crocodile ridden river, bordered by lush vegetation,
invoked the book, Heart of Darkness. There were glimpses of iridescent kingfishers and rare hornbills. At
dusk, troops of monkeys dotted the trees like mistletoe. Through binoculars we viewed the droll proboscis
monkey with its Pinocchio nose.
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 Camp Leakey welcome

The absolute highlight was a visit to the Orangutan Rehabilitation Center, Camp Leakey. We walked
along a narrow wooden corduroy path into the jungle to the feeding station. Just before feeding time, a
few early-comers began advancing. A mother orangutan with her baby clinging to her back swung from a
tree. A huge male advanced on hind legs with his large hands dragging on the ground. His scowl advised
us not to cross his path. The volunteers arrived, mounted the platform with a sack of bananas and
pineapples, and gave Tarzan-like whoops. There was now a veritable wave of advancing diners. Some
clambered to the platform, grabbed a bunch of bananas and swung off in the trees to devour them. Others
stayed, gorging themselves and immersing their heads in buckets of watered milk. The infamous
orangutan called Princess held her baby protectively and gave us warning glances. She had once appeared
on the cover of National Geographic and recently, when pregnant, had bitten a Canadian visitor.

It was fascinating to watch these unique animals. The male orangutan is larger than a human. Their faces
reflect a wide range of expressions. Their body is covered with long orange hair and their faces are almost
blue black. A mother was seriously engaged in grooming her baby. From time to time she would stop nit-
picking and kiss her baby on the lips. The little guy would pucker his lips and lift his head joyfully. One
large and aggressive male forced his attentions on a reluctant female and visitors became inadvertent
voyeurs.
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 A few favourite photos of the orangutans

On the klotok, Harry and his crew prepared delicious meals. The cook squatted on the deck preparing
fried rice, eggplant, garlic and greens, banana fritters, curry dishes, and fresh fruit. That night a quite large
crocodile swam across our path. Harry had crossed out “swimsuit” on his list of things to bring, after a
British tourist was recently taken by a crocodile at the Camp Leakey watering hole. Volunteers still
perform ablutions there, sluicing themselves with pails of water. One girl lost her toothpaste to a young
orangutan. As we returned to the boats after dark, Harry had saved one treat for the last – the trees
suddenly lit up like suburban areas in December and thousands of fireflies glittered among the branches.
Magic!

Back at the Kumai anchorage, an enterprising teacher brought his class (a canoe laden with 15 teenagers)
over to practice English and engage in conversation with yachties. We were the only yacht occupied at
the time and we invited them all aboard. They were delightful young teenagers, polite and articulate, who
asked questions such as “What sport you like Mister?” and, “How old are you?” We were invited to visit
their school and went the following day for more conversations.
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 Kumai students

We headed down river to our destination, Serutu Island, some 269 nm distant in the South China Sea. We
had the usual fog and smoke on departure, but upon clearing the estuary we were blessed with wind from
the ESE at 20 knots. Rounding the southwest tip of Borneo at night made for a difficult trip. The sea is
shallow and coastal traffic intense. There was no question of sleep as it took the concentration of us both
to navigate through a seemingly endless fishing fleet. Radar was useful for the longer look, but most of
the time we were avoiding close-in vessels, many of them towing nets. Fishing boats are scary because
they move erratically and often their lights don’t tell it like it is – why do we see a blue light? Exhausted
but unscathed, we anchored at Serutu Island around noon, after a memorable two-night passage.

We set out to cross the next 280 nm to an island group just south of the Riau Strait to lead us up to
Nongsa Point Marina on the northern tip of Batam Island. We chose this route as it offered options for
stops along the way, while also avoiding the Singapore Strait, which presented a risk of piracy. Often,
lack of wind forced us to motor and we dodged even more traffic: freighters; tugs towing barges, and a
myriad of small fishing boats. Closer to shore, once again we had to wind our way among fish traps.

We crossed the equator and, once again, Argonauta I was in the Northern Hemisphere. We saved the
champagne until we anchored between Senipan and Ansunda Islands just off the coast of Sumatra.
Another two nights of rest saw us on the final stretch to Nongsa Point Marina in the Singapore Strait, just
across from the city of Singapore. Alternator #2 chose to fry itself shortly after departure. A hot electrical
smell rapidly dissipated and the alternator continued to free wheel. A failed bearing was the main
concern, but there was no sign of that so we carried on. Fortunately there was no drama as we still had
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alternator #1. The only service affected was the anchor winch, which was wired in such a way as to
function only with #2 alternator. Manually anchoring at our final overnight stop between Bintan and tiny
Buau Islands reminded me to get this anomaly corrected! We did that in Singapore.

We entered the Singapore Strait, linking the Strait of Malacca to the South China Sea, and made the short
westbound transit to Batam Island and Nongsa Point Marina. It was a joy to reach Nongsa Point Marina,
still in Indonesia, and a haven for ex pats working in Singapore. Heather headed for the swimming pool: 
No crocodiles!

 Heather enjoying Nongsa Point Marina

We had made a reservation for a couple of weeks at the Singapore Raffles Marina, located on the western
side of the Island. The marina is just short of the bridge to Malaysia, which spans the Johore Strait. In
company with Carillion, we departed Indonesia early  and entered the Singapore Strait, one of the busiest
shipping channels in the world. A Traffic Separation Scheme (TSS) divides the 10 nm wide waterway
into four lanes; two for southbound traffic and two for northbound. To reach Singapore, we had to
position ourselves at the narrowest point and then cross these lanes at 90 degrees. High speed ferries
thread their way around huge tankers, bulk carriers, and the odd cruise ship. The monsters do not slow or
alter course, and by default have the right of way in this highly congested area.

Fortunately we had good visibility. Ships move at about 10 knots in steady parades in both directions.
Separation can be as close as half a mile. With a motoring speed of only 7 knots, it was difficult for us to
judge when to start the crossing. With a gap opening in the near lanes, Carillion started to cross and we
followed about a mile behind. With an eye on the far lane of traffic, we powered across, but soon had to
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give way to a large southbound tanker. We could not stop as we had to clear the lane before another
vessel traveling in the same direction became a factor. So we pressed on until almost within its path, then
turning to pass behind safely, but much closer than one would normally choose. Once past the tanker,
traffic in the other lane coming northbound included two huge liquefied natural gas (LNG) carriers, each
with six or so large white domes. We reversed course, aiming to set up a safe crossing behind the first and
in front of the second. It would have been folly to reduce boat speed as we would then have sacrificed
maneuverability. While positioning for this, we nervously eyed another tanker approaching in the lane we
still occupied. To close the gap we turned towards the first LNG carrier, aiming for his port bow. Once
past it, we turned hard behind the beast through its wake and with our trusty diesel hammering away,
made all speed to clear the lane.

 Singapore Strait close encounters to starboard

Soon we joined Carillion safely on the Singapore side of the Strait. Bali was a month and some 1175 nm
behind us. Singapore Slings beckoned.

Stay tuned for the next episode: Singapore, north up the Strait of Malacca to Malaysia, on to Thailand
and across the Bay of Bengal to Sri Lanka.

About The Author

Hugh & Heather Bacon
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Argonauta I - Beneteau 440

Hugh and Heather left the Caribbean Island of Tortola in 1997. Their route took them through the
Caribbean to Panama. They transited the Canal in May 1999 and once in the Pacific, they explored the
Galapagos and many South Pacific Island Groups enroute to Australia. September 2002, they departed
Australia sailing North of Africa, first through South East Asia and then the Indian Ocean and up the Red
Sea to The Med.. In 2004 they continued to Southern France. Next year they went on to Gibraltar,
Morocco and the many Atlantic Islands. In January 2006 they departed the Cape Verde Islands and
completed their circumnavigation off Grenada later that month. Two more years in the Caribbean brought
them once again to the Panama Canal and in 2008, Argonauta I arrived in Sidney BC. 

_______________________________________________
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Great New BCA Courses 2018-2019

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/great-new-bca-courses-2018-2019/

Ken and I are pleased to have participated in four new courses offered by the Vancouver Island Chapter
this year. They all enhanced BCA’s already extensive educational opportunities. If you’re preparing to
get off the dock, we encourage you to engage in some fun learning with these courses whenever they are
offered again. Thank you very much to VI Education Watchkeeper, Lionel Dobson, for his organization.

Here’s a summary of their content so you can ask for them during next year’s learning season:

Keeping Healthy Bodies on the Boat (March 2, 2019)

Three instructors–Barbara Erickson, Camie Bentham and Jennifer Letham Sobkin–gave us the benefit of
their expertise and experience.

Jen, a registered dietician, focused on the importance of a balanced food intake for staying healthy, and
on the benefits of each of the food groups. She shared lots of tips and some great recipes for healthy
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snacks and meals to keep our energy stores and immunity levels up.

 From Upper Left:
Stove-top bread; Fish for the tacos; Tortillas for the Tacos; Ready to fill the Tacos

Barb put us all to work in the “galley” to prepare a fantastic meal of fresh bread, fish tacos (she/we even
made the tortillas too!), and a vegetable curry. The bread was baked in two ways—in the oven and in a cast-
iron pot on the stove. The fish was freshly caught white Spring Salmon, donated by Camie’s
husband—thank you, John! A bonus was Barb’s list of galley equipment must-haves.
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 Ready to enjoy our very own home-made tacos

Camie and Barb had us working out with exercises that combined aerobics, strength training, and yoga
stretches—all important for keeping our bodies working well on the boat—and gave us ideas for doing the
exercises in the confined space of a boat.
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 Yoga moves for the
boat

We all came away from the workshop with great ideas and feeling inspired to keep ourselves healthy with
good food and exercise.

Casting Off—Breaking Free on the Home Front (January 19, 2019)

This full-day workshop was led by Rick Ellis, who facilitates lots of healthy reflection and discussion in
his courses. By giving us a safe space to reflect, he encourages us to open our minds.

In this course, Rick was encouraging us to think of how we maintain a life on land while we plan for the
cruising life. He pointed out that stopping what we’re doing can be harder than starting the dream—and
the longer we leave the cruising life, the harder it is to leave, with the myriad of things that anchor us to
our lives. We need to include this personal planning as we prepare ourselves to get off the dock.
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 “Of course, we’ll be all packed by
next Tuesday. No problem.”

Rick talked about this transition as being a process of letting go and de-cluttering. He then led us through
a series of introspective questions and had us rank ourselves and compare that to our crew’s self-ranking.
Understanding ourselves and each other’s approaches can help us work through the stress of letting go
and the sense of loss that may come with it. We reflected on our communication and conflict styles, as
well as multitasking and procrastination.

Rick helped us think about the practical aspects we must deal with on land before we sail away—deciding
whether to sell up everything or leave a land base; how to maintain that land base while away; cleaning
out the clutter and arranging storage for all that we are not ready to let go of; making arrangements for
finance and banking and insurance, planning for maintaining contact with family and friends, etc.

Rick Ellis’s courses are always well-received—we leave feeling enlightened. One course participant
remarked “If Rick Ellis is teaching the course, I’m taking it!”

Abandon Ship: Stay Alive in Your Life Raft (February 16, 2019)

Our half-day course started in the classroom with Captain Jim Steele, who delivers intensive training to
coast pilots. Jim covered the essentials of PFDs and life rafts, survival packs and ditch bags. He discussed
how to handle ourselves both in the water and in the life raft, along with the most effective ways to signal
for rescue and the type of equipment used in rescues.

The practical component of the course started with a bang as we jumped into the pool with all our gear on
and the inflatable PFDs went off with loud bangs—startling but comforting to know that they worked so
well. And it reinforced the need for leg straps to prevent the PFD from sliding up and over our faces and
heads.

Once we acclimatized to being in the water laden with our gear (and discovered that our boots did stay
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on!), we found the ways that worked best for each of us to navigate to the life raft.

And then the fun started with climbing into the life raft—what a challenge! We also learned the technique
to right an overturned life raft.

 From Upper Left:
One, two, three and we’re in the pool; Life raft fully inflated; Now how do I get in; and Hooray, in she
goes!

The conditions in a pool with calm, warm water and helping hands were no comparison to what we would
face in an open-ocean experience; nonetheless, it was very helpful to have a sense of what to expect and
how to keep ourselves safe. This was a great opportunity to build confidence through knowledge and
experience in a controlled situation.

Extra thanks go to Lionel Dobson for all his life raft handling, both before and after the course!

Introduction to Boat Systems for Women (October 20, 2018)

This course was another first-time offering in Fall 2018, coordinated by Kathy Swangard, VI Mid-Island
Rep, that also received kudos from the participants. It was presented by Pamela Bendall (author of What
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Was I Thinking) and Steve Nash, both highly experienced skippers. Tricia Nash gave opening remarks,
summarizing how she came to the cruising life with no previous sailing experience.

 Introduction to Boat Systems, with Kevin Nash, Tricia Santos and Pamela Bendall

During the morning session, Pamela and Steve did a great job of leading us through the theory behind a
boat’s propulsion system, peppering their presentation with lots of examples and show-and-tell of parts
and tools. Pamela also shared her tips for practical maintenance. The two instructors gave an introduction
to electrical systems as well, and then took us on board a couple of boats to give us the opportunity to
discover and identify the components that we had been discussing earlier.

The course was enthusiastically received by all present, and we were energized to apply our learning on
our own boats.

 

About The Author

Joan & Ken Newman

Ayomide - Caliber 38

Ken and Joan are planning to cruise south from Victoria toward Mexico in summer 2019. 
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Heading Sensors vs GPS

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/heading-sensors-vs-gps/

Should you install a heading sensor, even if you already have a GPS connected to the chartplotter and
radar?  The quick answer is yes.

Let’s look at a few of the differences.  Typically, a heading compass (aka flux gate compass) provides
heading information to the autopilot.  Heading provides the direction that the boat’s bow is pointed at any
time, relative to the magnetic north pole or geographic north pole. A GPS receiver provides position
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(latitude and longitude); course over ground (COG) and speed over ground (SOG), both of the latter are
related to solid ground. The challenge with a GPS receiver is that while it knows where your boat was a
second ago, where it is now, and does a series of calculations to determine COG when you go slow, the
GPS has trouble determining COG with accuracy. A boat that is anchored or tied to a dock (not
underway) has no accurate COG value. Under conditions where the boat is experiencing wind or current,
the heading and COG may differ. This difference will typically be greater for boats traveling at slow
speeds and in a direction that is not directly parallel to the direction of the wind or current. COG is only
reliable if the boat is traveling at a good speed with little current or wind.

The source of COG for most modern marine electronic systems is a GPS sensor/receiver, which may be
internal or external to the boat’s multi-functional display. Until recently, most affordable GPS receivers
transmitted position, COG and SOG once per second, or 1Hz.  Newer GPS receivers have increased to
five times per second or 5Hz, while marine heading sensors transmit at 10Hz.

The newer heading sensors on the market have incorporated solid state accelerometers and rate gyros for
improved performance. The Garmin SteadyCast Heading Sensor is an easy-to-install solution that
provides fast calibration and really good heading accuracy.  It aligns the boat’s bow to its actual
orientation. The heading output rate is 10Hz, with an accuracy of plus or minus 3 degrees. This ensures
that your chart orientation and boat heading match up with reality, even in rough waters or at anchor.  It
retails for approximately $200.

The Garmin 9-Axis Heading Sensor is a premium solution, with a heading output rate of 10Hz and
accuracy of plus or minus 2 degrees.  It also allows for MARPA tracking and greatly improves the radar
overlay experience.  The 9-axis MEMS technology installs easily with the N2K plug, and plays interface
for Garmin chartplotters. Calibration with other displays is also supported.  It is built to withstand bilge
environments and can be installed in any orientation located away from magnetic interference.  The
suggested retail price is approximately $800.

Generally, autopilots that are 10 years or older will have a flux gate compass that provides heading value. 
If your autopilot is less than 10 years old, you will most likely have a 9-axis heading sensor as part of
your autopilot system. If your boat doesn’t have an autopilot, it is worth considering the Garmin
SteadyCast heading sensor. It is really useful to know the boat’s heading, even when your boat isn’t
actually moving. For instance, at night when the orientation of your bow to the surroundings is less
visible, you can see your heading directly on the chartplotter at slow speeds or even at anchor.  For
boaters who don’t have a heading value from an autopilot, a heading sensor will prove to be very useful
as the charts and radar image will overlay as you would expect it to be.

Installation Notes

The internal compass must be calibrated on the water after the heading sensor is installed. Failure to do so
may result in inaccurate compass readings.  Compass calibration needs to be done in calm seas, in an
open area away from other boats. Avoid congested areas and waters with strong currents as calibration
will be difficult and possibly hazardous.

About The Author
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Jeff Cote

Pacific Yacht Systems - 

Jeff Cote is a systems design engineer and owner of Pacific Yacht Systems, a full service shop delivering
marine electrical and navigation solutions for recreational boats. Visit their website and blog for info and
articles on marine electrical systems, projects and more: www.pysystems.ca.

_______________________________________________
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Visiting New Zealand for Cyclone Season? Tips To Plan Your
Trip

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/visiting-new-zealand-for-cyclone-season-tips-to-plan-your-
trip/

A male kiwi is crying piteously under the thick darkness of the rain forest. If I had not heard a similar
rendition by a department of conservation warden a couple of years ago, I might take it for a cat on
steroids. I have my feet up on the dash of our camper-van and, beside me, Henk has a glass of Pinot Noir
to go with his endless kindle. We have been up to see Franz Josef today, not the Austro-Hungarian
emperor, but the south island glacier named for him. We are on the road in New Zealand, exploring
scenic byways, classic tramps, bike and wine routes, and tourist “must dos”. We have been here six
months in total, while we wait out tropical cyclone season: November to May. After three months of
exploring, what have we learned about New Zealand and what it offers to travelers?

The first thing to consider is a visa. New Zealand has an online application. Depending on your age and
circumstances, you can apply for a visa that allows you to work, visit, study etc. Although these working
holiday visas are limited to people under the age of 35, older adults can look for work on a tourist visa
and once they get a firm job offer, apply for a work visa. There is a plethora of young people from North
America and Europe working in hospitality, tourism and agriculture in New Zealand. I also met older
people from Europe, North America and South Africa who had found work. On a tourist visa you get 3
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months. If you are getting to and from NZ on a sailboat, you can get a six month visa. See New Zealand
Immigration for your best option.

 Lake Tekapo: Russell lupins on the shores of Lake Tekapo are not native to NZ but were planted
intentionally. Most wildflowers here are white or yellow because the insect pollinators do not target
specific plants and do not see color well.

From miles of unspoiled beaches to rugged alpine grandeur, New Zealand is a paradise for outdoor
enthusiasts. The north island is subtropical and the weather generally warm and sunny. The sun’s rays are
intense however, so you really do need sunscreen, hat, protective clothing, and extra water. At higher
altitudes, be prepared for changeable weather: four seasons in one day… Although its latitude suggests a
climate like France, Spain or California, this island country gets prevailing winds from Antarctica! In the
high mountains of the south island, its not unusual to get snow in midsummer, so always check the
weather forecast, take extra food, warm layers and rain gear. That being said, we had a wonderful time
whether we were tramping in Force 8 winds on a mountain ridge, biking in 30 degree sunshine, or
finishing a trek in heavy rain. Most of the time the weather was glorious!

The next consideration is how to get around. Friends of ours did New Zealand from a cruise ship,
spending a day or two in Auckland. Others explored the north island coast and even the south island by
sailboat. Some bought a cheap flight from Auckland to the south island and then rented a car to get
around. We even see the occasional hitchhiker, but they are quite rare. The vast majority of people on
three week to three month trips, opt for a car or camper-van and use the Bluebridge or Inter-islander
ferries to get between the north and south island. Bookings are essential. There are hotels and hostels, as
well as farm-stays and B & B’s for every budget, if you go for a car. Best to book ahead if you are
travelling in high season to tourist areas such as Queenstown, Rotorua and Auckland. TripAdvisor has
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hotel reviews.

 Hiking the Kepler Track: The fabulous scenery and well maintained tracks are even more enjoyable
when you share them with new friends from far away places.

Depending on how long you travel, Holiday Parks can be a cheaper option than hotels. Many have
accommodation from dorm-style bunkhouses to private cabins or “baches”, as well as powered and non-
powered camp sites. Family Parks, Kiwi Parks and Top Ten have sites throughout the country. These
have flush toilets, hot showers, laundry, kitchen facilities and WiFi. The Department of Conservation has
more basic campsites, with and without toilets. If you have a self-contained camper-van, with the
requisite grey-water holding tank and a portable toilet with a sealed holding tank, you can stay overnight
in DOC sites, with no toilet, often for free. Some sites are just a lay-by off the highway, but many are
scenic and close to outdoor activities. You don’t need reservations in the DOC campgrounds and we were
only turned away from holiday parks in Queenstown and Tongariro. You must have a self-contained
sticker on your vehicle to use the free self-contained sites. The Campermate app is very useful for finding
campsites within your budget and level of convenience, as well as finding fuel, food, showers,
laundromats, attractions etc. The maps.me app is excellent for finding roads and trails.

Getting Around

Although plenty of people tent in summer, camper-van rental companies abound. There are very few of
the huge rigs one sees in North America. New Zealand roads tend to be steep, narrow and twisty, so
smaller vehicles make sense here. Also, fuel is $1.87 to $2.28 NZ per litre for gas and $1.37 to $1.67 per
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litre for diesel. Some of the rentals we have seen in our travels, from the poshest to the most basic are:

Maui and Britz: bigger, newer, comfortable motorhomes for families
Jucy, Madcampers, Wandereisen, Freedomcampers and Happycampers: well-equipped vans with
head space
Peasinapod, Spaceships, and HippieCampers: smaller vans with the essentials

Another option, if you have more time, is to buy a van and sell it when you leave. We bought one from
Kiwi Road trips, with a contract to sell back in five months at an agreed price. Friends of ours bought a
passenger van at the Auckland car auction and spent a week parked in front of a hardware store, while
they converted the van for camping. They plan to convert it back and sell it when they leave. Another
friend bought a camper-van in mid November in Auckland, explored the country, and then sold the van at
the end of January to another tourist for the same price. The New Zealand Motor Caravan Association
handles self containment certification and has information on the requirements.

There are lots of camper-vans here. Toyota Estima, Hiace, Honda Odyssey, Ford Econoline and
Mitsubishi are all commonly used as basic camper-vans. Prices vary from about 2,000 NZ to 25,000 NZ,
depending on the age and state of the van. We paid 7,900 NZ for a 2002 Estima, which does meet our
needs for two adults. We can carry our hiking gear, two bikes, clothes and food. The deciding factor for
Henk was the auxiliary battery, which allow us to run our 45 litre Engel fridge and charge our devices at
any time. I appreciate the comfy five-inch foam mattress and new duvet, sheets and pillows that came
with it. If I were to buy a camper again, I would buy a Hiace or a Ford Transit for the extra room and
head space. Whatever you choose, prices go down by as much as half in the off season, which is April to
September. Check the Trade Me and Backpacker Board websites for more information. Auckland and
other major cities also have regular car auctions, which are listed online.
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 Campers at the trailhead of the Abel Tasman Track.

Buying a vehicle is fairly straightforward. Check the date on the vehicle’s mandatory annual certificate of
fitness before you buy. Inspections are relatively quick and inexpensive and are intended to protect
buyers, prevent accidents and encourage regular vehicle maintenance. Our buyback contract includes a
fifty fifty split on major repairs: it had been re-certified just prior to the sale and we have had no problems
with it. Vehicle insurance is quite reasonable here. Our van cost $52/ month to insure at the New Zealand
Automobile Association. After 10,000 km in the last four months, we have only done an oil change and
put on two new tires.

Excellent information about what to do, and where, is available online at the AA Traveller site. The NZ
Automobile Association also distributes excellent and free paper guides of each region, with full write-
ups on walks from 15 minutes to multi-day, bike tracks, and wine and beer tasting tours. Featured
attractions are also covered in these guides, from geothermal hot spots, artisan crafts, Maori and colonial
culture to bungy jumping, diving, surfing, caving and glacier flights. From Stewart Island to Cape Reinga,
there is a huge variety of activities and attractions for every budget and interest.
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 In the Ngarua Caves near Nelson you can find skeletons of Moa, New Zealand’s extinct giant flightless
birds that lived 800 years ago.

The New Zealand Department of Conservation (DOC) website has full write-ups of all their walking
tracks, cycle ways and facilities. You can walk or bike the length of the whole country and many people
do this! If you are planning to do one of the nine multi-day Great Walks, you can find trail information,
transport/shuttle info, and make hut or camping reservations online. Since the whole DOC hut and track
system is supported by New Zealand tax dollars, I, as a visitor here, have no problem paying extra to use
the excellent hut facilities. There are many other huts and tracks that do not require a booking. The super
popular Tongariro Crossing can be done in a day, so you can wait for good weather on that one.
Regardless of your fitness level, do get out and enjoy the varied terrain here! From subtropical to
temperate, seashore to alpine, isolated New Zealand has evolved flora and fauna found nowhere else in
the world. My personal favorites are the majestic kauri trees of the north island and the tiny, carnivorous,
alpine bladderwort of the Fjordland alpine bogs.
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 Tongariro Crossing: Pick your weather carefully on this! We had 80 km gusts on the ridge and went back
the next day to get a better look.

The DOC is integrated with the I-sites (Information offices); each town has one, with helpful staff, long
hours and loads of information about what to do and where to stay locally. The I-sites are marked on the
Campermate app and on paper maps. The I-site staff are always knowledgeable and friendly. In Bluff, the
southernmost town in mainland NZ, the local cafe and museum doubles as the I-site, so we sat down and
had an informative chat with the owner over coffee and homemade scones. In larger centers, you can
check in at the I-site for your Great Walk, get weather and trail updates, and even last minute clothing. I
bought warm socks for $16.00 NZ and a toque for $10.00 at the I-site before doing the Tongariro
Northern Circuit. Another gem was the plastic poncho I got for $1.50 at the grocery checkout in Te Anau,
just before doing the Kepler Track. Yes, we used those flimsy plastic ponchos and no, Goretex did not
stand up to the weather!
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 Hiking the ridgeline on the Kepler Track, Fjordland National Park, NZ.

Must Dos

Of all the things we have done, I would say the must dos are:

Tongariro crossing: It’s busy because its spectacular! Check the weather and prepare
accordingly.
Rotorua: At least one geothermal venue and at least one of the the Maori cultural centers.
Glowworms: Can be seen in many caves and dells for free. Magical luminescent excrement! Take
a light and a friend! My favorite is Abbey Caves near Whangarei, because its free and includes a
short hike through pastoral hills.
Caves: Waitomo (north Island) and Charleston (south Island) offer various excellent and thrilling
cave adventures at a hefty price. Having done tubing, rock climbing, rappelling, and seen
glowworms, I went instead to Ngarua Caves, near the start of the Abel Tasman Track, on the
south Island. It was great value for $20, with thousands of stalactites, stalagmites and columns, as
well as Moa skeletons, in a 300 meter underground cave system. Bookings not necessary.
Beaches: Miles of gorgeous black volcanic or white sand, dunes, cliffs and the chance to see
whales, dolphins, sea lions, fur seals, and penguins, depending where you go.
Birds: The Gannet colony south of Murawai Beach, Royal spoonbills near Nugget Point,
Dotterels at Smugglers Cove near Whangarei, the Takahe breeding program at Te Anau, kea
(alpine parrots) Kaka (forest parrots) and of course the nocturnal Kiwis were all highlights for me.
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A partnership between DOC, Air New Zealand and local volunteers is making a combined effort
to boost native bird populations and remove introduced pests like rats, stoats and weasels. This
country has no native terrestrial mammals and the native birds are extremely vulnerable to the
introduced predators. Read more at Routeburn Dart Wildlife Trust and Predator Free NZ.
Lord of the Rings: For Lord of the Rings fans, a visit to Hobbiton is delightful. The free brew in
the Green Dragon Pub helps take away the bitter taste of the entry price. Many I-sites carry the
book about where to find the outdoor settings from the movies. Finding them could even be a
theme for your NZ tour.

Food here is fun and varied. From meat pies, scones, carrot cake, and farm fresh berry ice cream, to
innovative cafe and pub fare, there’s something for every palate. Grass fed beef is standard, not special,
here and there are gluten-free and vegetarian options on most menus. We had several nice afternoons of
cycling between wineries, some of which have restaurants or cafes. The holiday parks’ communal
kitchens or a camper-van with a camp stove, or both, make it easy to keep your food budget down by
cooking for yourself.

New Zealand has the welcome mat out for tourists. As the third largest industry, behind agriculture and
forestry, tourism generates $36 billion NZ annually. Yet one can camp for free in many places and some
Kiwis make their driveway available to campers for $10 or so a night. We were invited home by
campground neighbors and had a lovely visit with them, complete with homemade dinner of New
Zealand roast lamb, roast root vegetables, peas and mint sauce. Our hostess even made Raspberry
Pavlova for us.

The Kiwi welcome goes beyond the genuine warmth, humour and friendliness of individuals. For
example, the extra gear available at DOC trailheads is low cost- its almost as if they just want you to be
safe with the right gear. DOC wardens pleasantly make Sat phone calls for hikers who have to change
their plans. Merchants and grocery store staff are all happy to give directions and advice as well as local
maps. Emergency medical care is free! I met a Canadian cyclist who was hit by a car on her first day. Her
injured wrist was treated for free and she was able to continue her trip after a few days.(She changed her
plan and went on off road trails). Emergency roadside assistance with NZAA is available for tourists with
membership in a similar organization; I showed my British Columbia Automobile Association card and
got NZAA coverage for free when I insured our van. Although New Zealand has a 15% GST, it is
included in shelf prices so you don’t get a nasty shock at the checkout.

Its now a sunny morning and I am at the picnic table prepping breakfast. Henk has a coffee caramel
mocha chocolate concoction going. The bird is at it again with its strong, descending, plaintive call. I
realize the sound is actually coming from up in the trees, so it cannot be a flightless Kiwi after all. I squint
into the sunshine and there they are, three Kakas, forest parrots, and they are definitely making the cat on
steroids sound. I guess I need more time to learn the calls of the birds of New Zealand. I still have two
months before we sail away, so I will visit the DOC online site again and see what else I can learn.
Maybe we will even come again next cyclone season and join the South Pacific cruisers who yo yo back
to New Zealand year after year.

About The Author

Henk and Lisa Benckhuysen
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Harlequin - Express 37 Sloop

Lisa and Henk Benckhuysen are currently exploring New Zealand by bike, campervan and on foot. They
are enjoying this Travellers Digest amalgam of Kiwi Great Walks, Cycle Tracks, and Wine Trails, and
failing completely to take in any art galleries or classical concerts. Lisa is looking forward to jamming
with the Dockside Band in Whangarei in March and preparing for a passage to Fiji in May on SV
Harlequin. 

_______________________________________________
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A Better 12V Mousetrap

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/a-better-12v-mousetrap/

Many boat items have been around a long time. I’m not talking about the forgotten bag of limes in the
bottom of the icebox/fridge. Rather, things like cleats, blocks, teak’n’holly sole, tillers and wheels. These
have existed on boats for centuries in essentially their present form, because they work well and look
pretty. Despite occasional refinements, any of these items would be instantly recognizable to someone
from the past, if you time-traveled back a hundred years.

Consider now the cigarette lighter socket. It was originally designed to perform one function: heat a wire
coil glowing-hot to light your cigarette. For that purpose it needed to make a temporary electrical
connection to the coil of wire. A low-resistance connection was unimportant (in fact, high electrical
resistance is what creates the heat). Also unimportant was vibration and accidental pull-out; the lighter
only needed to remain inserted for the handful of seconds it took to heat up. Over the last couple of
decades, with the proliferation of 12V and 5V electronic accessories, these lighter sockets are still
installed in almost all vehicles, but very few of them are now used for their original purpose. Turning
them into electrical supply connections for your electronics creates several serious problems – ones which
didn’t exist in their original use.
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The first problem is that the center terminal is a spring plunger mating face-to-face with a flat metal
surface. This was not designed to be a low-resistance connection; contaminants build up and lead to poor
electrical contact. The usual way most connectors deal with dirt and corrosion is to wipe it off
automatically each time the connection is made and unmade. Two common examples are household AC
outlets and USB connectors. Their contacting metal surfaces slide across each other when the connection
is made. This sliding, or wiping action, keeps the area free of corrosion and dirt, so it remains low
resistance. The lighter socket center contact lacks this sliding action, unless you wiggle the lighter plug, a
technique many of us have used to ‘fix’ a bad connection. Besides causing lower voltage to your device,
the high resistance also heats up the connector. If you have plugged in high current devices, such as an
incandescent floodlight, you may have noticed the lighter socket becoming warm or even hot after several
minutes of use.

The second shortcoming is susceptibility to vibration and accidental pull-out. I’m sure many folks have
plugged a device into their lighter socket, only to discover later that the plug had shifted slightly and was
now not making contact. A few manufacturers, like Blue Sea, have modified lighter sockets for added
retention force, but these are of limited benefit since some only work when mated with the matching
socket/plug combination, and others require a manual twist-to-lock.

The third deficiency is that the open lighter socket is large enough that common foreign objects can be
inserted and cause a short. Just imagine, for example, a kid with scissors…

I’d like to describe our experience with a better alternative. Anderson Power Pole connectors address the
lighter socket shortcomings by featuring:

wiping connections that provide clean metal-to-metal contact
a design with a predictable pull-out force (3 or 5 lbs, per contact, depending on the model)
large surface area contacts, lowering resistance and increasing current capacity
connector housings with a plastic barrier/wall and small openings, so they can’t be shorted out
easily

In addition to addressing the shortcomings of lighter sockets, Power Pole connectors also:

are smaller than lighter plugs/sockets
employ tin-plated and silver-plated contacts rated for 1500 and 10,000 connect/disconnect cycles,
respectively. This is when the circuit is off; their performance under load is good too, bearing
UL/CSA approval for 250 cycles at 45 Amps at 72 Volts.
connector housings come in various colours, so you can use different ones to more easily
distinguish which device is being plugged in.

How did these connectors come about? Radio-control enthusiasts and mobile amateur radio operators
(both users of battery packs in the field) needed a reliable connector, one that could be keyed to prevent
accidental connection of incompatible voltages, was suitable for many connect/disconnect cycles, able to
handle high currents, and that could be field-assembled.

To upgrade your vessel’s 12V outlets, you will need to install one or more Power Pole sockets, and then
replace the lighter plug on accessories you want to use with the new system. I’d recommend leaving
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existing lighter sockets in place, as they are still convenient for light-duty use such as phone chargers. To
install a socket, you can either assemble your own as described below, or purchase a ready-made power
panel that already includes one or more Power Pole connections.

I mentioned earlier that the connector housings come in many colours (black, red, orange, yellow, blue
and green are commonly available). This is just one of the features that can be used to ensure only
compatible equipment is plugged in. A second feature is that the housings can be clipped together in
stacks, and these groups will only mate with identically-configured stacks. Over time, a few conventions
have developed in the radio community: the one most relevant to us is “Red-Right, Tongue-Top”, which
designates a 12V connection with Red (positive) to the right of Black (negative) when viewed with the
contact tongue facing up. You are free to configure your equipment however you want, but if you want to
be inter-operable with others (e.g. you’d like friends to be able to plug their laptop-charger in on your
boat), and if you want to be able to use commercially available accessories, you should probably stick
with this convention.

The minimum items needed to build a Power Pole socket are a pair of plastic housings (one red and one
black, most likely), and a pair of crimp terminals. You may also want to make a bezel, or front panel, that
the socket can be mounted to. In the photo, you can see a small square of white plastic in which I cut a
rectangular hole for the connector to protrude from, which is then screwed to a wood bulkhead. Start
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assembly by crimping each terminal to a wire from your electrical breaker/fuse panel, one for positive
12V and one for negative. Insert the terminals into the housings and push until they snap into place. Clip
the two housings together in the orientation you want (recall the “Red-Right, Tongue-Top” convention
mentioned earlier). Then glue the housings into your bezel (3M 4200 works well), or directly onto your
bulkhead. That’s it! You can see the two sockets installed on Hoku Pa’a.

You will then need to replace the lighter plug on whatever accessories you want to plug in. Snip off the
lighter plug, and determine which of the two wires is positive and which is negative. You can use a multi-
meter: the center contact of the lighter plug will have low resistance to the positive wire, while the outer
ring of the plug will have low resistance to the negative wire.
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 Items needed for making a new connector

Crimp a terminal onto each wire, and insert the terminals into the appropriate coloured housing (red for
positive, black for negative). You are then finished, but if the wires will be subject to frequent bending
you you may wish to add a strain-relief where they exit the connector.
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.

How do you know what terminals to use? Terminals are available in crimp and solder versions, fitting
wires from AWG 20 to AWG 10 (0.75 mm^2 to 6 mm^2). Crimping is easier than soldering, and the tool
shown in the photo above accommodates three common terminal sizes: 10 AWG (called 45 Amp
contacts), 12 AWG (30 A contacts), and 16 to 20 AWG (15 A contacts). You choose the size appropriate
for the wire you are using. All three terminal sizes fit into the same plastic housings (called PP15-45
series), and mate interchangeably with each other. There are also terminals for wires up to 3/0 AWG (85
mm^2) carrying up to 180 Amps, but note that they are part of a different connector series (PP75, PP120,
PP180) and will not mate with the PP15-45 series.

As with the old-school lighter plugs, manufacturers have designed add-ons to the Power Pole system for
specific purposes:

Water-resistant boots can shroud the connectors to provide a degree of splash protection.
Ready-made panels with internal bus-bars and multiple connections on the front face make
upgrading your boat to use the PowerPole connectors pretty easy.
Mounting clamps provide an alternative to gluing connector blocks to a panel.
Retention clips provide additional mechanical resistance against disconnection.
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I’ll finish showing one of our new Power Pole outlets in use. I hope this information allows you too to
take advantage of an improved 12V power distribution system. Should you wish to purchase Anderson
Power Pole parts, you can get them via Amazon or eBay. Further product info and photos can be found
on those websites, and also at https://powerwerx.com/anderson-power-powerpole-sb-connectors (link
current as of March 2019). If you have any questions or comments, feel free to send them my way.

About The Author

Barb Peck & Bjarne Hansen

Hoku Pa'a - Niagara 35

From 2004-2006 Barb and Bjarne sailed the South Pacific on Freya, their 30' Hunter-Vogel. Upon
returning to Victoria they have participated in the VI Watch and supported fleet members preparing to go
offshore. After some wonderful cruising in local waters they
headed south again in 2015. Hoku Pa'a, their Niagara 35, is ship-shape again after her unfortunate
encounter with Hurricane Newton, and Barb and Bjarne are now happily exploring the Sea of Cortez. 
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Postcards from A Caribbean Winter - Part 7, End to the Azorean
Summer

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/postcards-from-a-caribbean-winter-part-7-end-to-the-
azorean-summer/

In the previous article in this series, Rod shared his stories as he continued to cruise the islands in the
Azorean archipelago. In this seventh of nine articles Rod continues to cruise these Portuguese islands
while planning for a safe harbour during a couple of hurricanes.

The winds of time are ever changing – and so does the weather in the Azores as fall approaches. It was
September 14, 2018 and as the saying goes “every cloud has a silver lining”. In our case, the looming late
season weather patterns meant most cruising yachts had left the Azores. That meant we could get marina
space without having to make reservations weeks in advance – the flip side was not every marina is a
good place to be when the weather gets squirrely, or shall I say “swirly”. It was still officially hurricane
season in the Atlantic, and September and October are known to be active months. The Azores are well
known for the fierce winter storms the North Atlantic can unleash and we had seen firsthand the
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destructive power those storms can pack.

The breakwater at Madalena, on Pico Island was a good example – a massive mole of poured and
concrete block, with a concrete tetrahedron fronted wall several stories high and so wide it had a two lane
road on its harbor side. That mole was missing a section that you could put a 4 lane highway through and
still have room for landscaping. It was breached from the power of the waves during a particularly strong
winter storm. There were also pictures at a view point just west of Horta, on the island of Faial, of waves
crashing and sending spray all the way up huge cliffs that were well over 50 m high. Naively, I had
typically associated hurricanes with the Caribbean, Gulf of Mexico and eastern USA (or their Pacific
equivalents), I had never really paid much attention to the fact that the Azores are known to have the
hurricanes periodically pass through them as well, typically in the fall.

 The Azores Archipelago. Hurricane Helene’s predicted path meant we needed to find a safe harbor – that
meant Angra Do Heroismo, on Terceira Island. Oh! tucked far inside Angra’s well protected harbor
prepares for a possible windy day as clouds from the outer edges of Hurricane Helene fill the sky to the
west of Angra.

A low pressure that would eventually build to become Hurricane Helene first caught my attention on
September 7, while we were anchored at Madalena on Pico Island. Over the next few days the low
pressure system developed quickly just south of the Cape Verde Islands, which was not unusual; except
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rather than a more typical westward path toward the Caribbean, the models showed a northwestern and
northerly trend. To my inexperienced eye, that was really unusual and not good. That low was clearly
something to keep an eye on, even though it was well over 1500 miles away. At the time we were
enjoying touring Pico Island with our Norwegian friends. Within a few days it became increasingly clear
that a whirlwind of change was coming our way – but the big question was where would it ultimately go,
and more important – where should we go?

Our Norwegian friends, Mona and Arno, had spent a lot of time in the Azores during their first Atlantic
circuit many years ago and had always offered us a lot of good sound advice. Whether it was hiking,
places we must see, or the best anchorages to visit, they were a trusted source. So I posed the question to
them, “If you need shelter in the Azores where do you go?” They both simultaneously and without
hesitation had an immediate answer, “Angra on Terceira Island”. The tropical storm that would become
Hurricane Helene was still over 1200 miles away and its predicted path was still highly variable,
suggesting it would pass west of the Azores. However, the simple fact that the path would undoubtedly
change over the next four to seven days made it even more important to find suitable shelter. It can be
difficult to get space for a Catamaran in the Azores during high season, or at any time in the smaller and
most protected marinas. Therefore, I wanted to get to Angra while there might still be space to
accommodate Oh!. Immediately our plans and cruising for the next six days from September 9-15 were
dictated by making sure we were in Angra Do Heroismo, on Terceira before September 10, where we
would remain until after it was clear Helene would either not visit the Azores, or had left. This meant
cutting short our tour of Pico, but it was late in the season and we still had three islands to visit on my
wish list, so the parting was bitter sweet.
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 Canvas stripped, main wrapped and tied, – Oh! was moored to the “T” dock end with every fender we
had and could borrow, snubbers on every line and an anchor set opposite to help hold us off the dock. The
massive bull sculpture at Angra is at least 10m high. Street Cafés and a sampling of the beautiful public
art throughout Angra.

The overnight passage from Pico to Terceira was just 90 miles and Oh! motored the entire distance in
glassy calm seas. It was a warm late summer evening that was followed by yet another incredible star
filled night sky and a gorgeous sunrise. As we approached Angra, the seas were glassy and the morning
was incredibly peaceful with simmering deep penetrating warmth in the air. Rather than go straight to the
marina we decided to just drift; go for a swim in the warm crystal clear waters, scrape the minor growth
off the bottom and enjoy a leisurely breakfast, basking in the sun three miles offshore from Angra’s
harbour. It was a fabulous morning and we enjoyed it immensely. An interesting phenomenon in the
Azores is that the water is often warmer offshore than at the sea shore. This is probably due to the forced
up-welling of deeper cooler waters near the steeply dipping coasts. After our morning of relaxing bliss we
headed for the marina, refreshed and excited about another new landfall. Once checked in and assigned a
berth, the next task was to check out the town.

Angra is a World Heritage City, full of fabulous architecture, parks, pedestrian areas, café’s, and
interesting art works. A beautiful city in which we could have happily spent a lot more time. It quickly
became our favorite Azores port of call. Two days later our friends Mona and Arno joined us there, as
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well as several other friends we had met while cruising the Azores. Our little community of cruising
yachts, representing a half dozen nations and every type of vessel, was gathering. It was fun to enjoy
touring the Island; hiking, swimming, enjoying a few meals out and visiting with our friends aboard, as
we enjoyed the “calm before the storm”. I always find it enlightening to actually experience the meaning
and roots of all those English idioms that are so common in our language. The six days spent waiting for
Hurricane Helene were spectacular warm, clear and calm. Perfect for exploring the Island, attacking the
“to do list” and enjoying the time with our friends. However, it was an odd feeling to be in such
incredible weather while waiting for a potentially nasty storm to arrive. On several days you could clearly
see the leading edge of the swirling cloud mass of Hurricane Helene in the sky to the west of Angra.

Terceira Island has plenty of interesting sights to see. It is another shield volcano with multiple cones, a
caldera, museums, a geothermal area, caves to explore, towering cliffs, volcanic vents, and of course,
those beautiful seaside natural swimming areas. There are numerous hiking trails and parks to visits as
well as plenty of interesting architecture. The Island, like many of the Atlantic and Caribbean islands we
have visited, has a wide variety of climatic zones and vegetation, based on elevation and exposure to
prevailing winds and moisture. It is also the home to what was a large US and NATO air base that
appears to be a lot less active than in the past. The airfield’s long runway is shared with the civil airport
and can accommodate large aircraft. Therefore, the Island has excellent connecting flights to Europe and
North America. However, the airbase is a shadow of its former size in terms of personnel and activity. As
a result, the large community of housing around it resembles a ghost town. The lack of activity in the area
surrounding the base gives it an air of silence that is out of place compared to the visual setting and the
rest of Terceira.
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 The hiking trail to Black Lake near Terceira’s thermal area was a spectacular “Fern Gully” of contorted
trees and lush vegetation. Traditional blue and white tile mosaics are common throughout the Azores –
note how tile columns 2 and 5 were mixed up! A sign above one of Terceira’s most scenic outdoor
natural pools says it all. One of three natural pools at the location below the “Smile “sign.

While at Terceira we wanted to see the “Bull Fights”, Azorean style. This is not to be confused with the
more famous Spanish running of the bulls or bull fights. In the Azores, the bulls are never harmed and
come back weekly to get a little exercise chasing tourists, and testosterone charged young men who taunt
them. The Bull Fights seemed more like an excuse to have a village party and for people from all over the
Island to socialize. On the other islands we were informed that “all the people do on Terceira is party”, so
I guess they have a reputation to uphold. Anyway, it was fun and a great opportunity to enjoy a unique
Azores tradition watching the crowds clearly enjoying the opportunity to mingle, quaff beer and enjoy the
event as they appeared to be cheering mostly for the bulls!
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 A running of the bulls Azores style. The beautiful waterfront promenade at Praia do Vit?ria – arguably
the best anchorage in the Azores. Beautiful mosaic rock pedestrian streets in Praia Do Vit?ria.

The one area we wish we had time to visit by boat was the beautiful harbour at Praia Do Vit?ria on
Terceira’s eastern coast. The harbour is very large and well protected by two large moles. The south end
is industrial, but the north end is one of the nicest and best protected anchorages we had seen in the
Azores. There is a beautiful sand beach, excellent marina, waterfront promenade, and the town of Praia is
colorful and interesting. The surrounding area also has some readily accessible hiking that affords
spectacular views of the Island and city. We could easily have spent a week on anchor enjoying this area.
A definite must for the next time Oh! visits the Azores.

By September 16th, Hurricane Helene had come and gone and thankfully only brought some high winds
and large waves for one evening. Protected inside Angra Do Heroismo’s large mole, even the waves
refracted within the harbour only amounted to a night of fenders complaining and squeaking loudly as
they were heavily compressed against the dock from the motion of Oh!. However, western islands of the
Azores were not as well off and our decision to move to Angra had been a good one. Our extended stay in
Angra meant we were running short of Schengen days (non-Europeans are only allowed to stay in Europe
for 90 out of any 180 day period). It also meant weather windows for moving south were getting shorter
and more intermittent. Therefore, it was once again time to move on.
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 The Market in Ponta Delgada was a beehive of activity, one of the best we have seen anywhere. The
thermal inlet at Ponta de Ferraria, a “hot tub in the sea”. The waterfront promenade at Ponta Delgada. The
amount of work involved in creating all those beautiful mosaic streets, malls and plaza cobblestone
patterns, is truly mind boggling.

São Miguel Island is the most populated in the Azores and the main city of Ponta Delgada has a distinctly
large city feel to it. It is the only city in the Azores with multiple modern high rise buildings casting
shadows over the older and much more interesting historical buildings. The mix of old and new is a stark
contrast between the elegance of the old buildings and stoic geometric designs and hard corners of the
modern towers. Fortunately, Ponta Delgado still retains a lot of its charm and beauty. There are many
pedestrian malls, a wide promenade along its waterfront, the new marina facilities, a dedicated swimming
area complete with beach, large pools, change areas, cafes, and a long waterfront mall. As you explore
deeper into the city, there are many parks and plazas among the beautifully restored old city, plus miles of
hand laid mosaic streets and walkways to explore.

Upon arrival at São Miguel, yachts are required to clear in through Customs and Immigration. The same
procedure is required at all three official clearance points in the Azores, regardless of whether you have
already cleared into one of the other islands. I welcomed these short visits, as it gave me a chance to chat
with the officers about what would be their favorite thing to do, or place to visit on their island. In Ponta
Delgada the officer instantly replied, “Do you enjoy good beef?” I am from Alberta, the heart of the
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Canadian beef industry, so the answer was an emphatic “Yes!”. “Then you must go to the Agro Center
and enjoy a dinner of the finest beef in the Azores,” was his reply. We took his recommendation seriously
and as part of our tour of the Island, we stopped for dinner and enjoyed the best beef I have had since
leaving Calgary some 12 months earlier. It seemed out of place to arrive at a stock yard, slaughter house
and shipping center and then walk into an industrial style warehouse for dinner. However, once inside
there was a very large, beautiful and very full dining area serving a lot of smiling faces. We enjoyed a
savory memory of another beautiful island in the Azores and made a trip back to Immigration the next
day just to thank the officer for his wonderful recommendation.

I had initially thought Ponta Delgada might be a good place to find refuge from Hurricane Helene, since
the Island is farther east than Angra and Terceira and further east from the hurricanes’ predicted paths.
However, while on Pico Island, our friends Mona and Arno quickly discouraged that idea, and with good
reason. The marina that the transient yachts must use is exposed to a lot of ocean swell that refracts
around and under the bridge-like dock used by the cruise ships. Even in relatively calm weather, the boats
in the marina are subject to a lot of motion at the floating docks. After a single night in the marina, the
reasons to pick Angra over Ponta Delgada were very clear.

It was now September 30 and we had to start making miles south to the Madeira Islands, as the weather
had a very distinctive cooler fall feeling. Sadly, I decided we would have to pass on the final island in our
Azores tour and after clearing out, set sail late that evening for Santos in the Madeira Islands. Under
partially cloudy skies and brisk NE winds, we headed out to sea to leave the Azores.

Ugh, maybe not so fast…on the second day of our passage about 159 miles southeast of São Miguel, we
encountered a big line of squalls. Just 10 minutes after we tacked to avoid a particularly large squall, our
starboard inner shroud broke at the T-Hook where it attaches to the mast. That now made two identical T-
Hook failures in just 10 months on the new standing rigging we had replaced in Martinique. A quick look
at our position and the distance remaining to the Madeira Islands indicated we might be able to motor the
remaining 400 nm., but any reaching or beating to windward with a broken inner shroud under sail would
not be an option. After trying to motor for 12 hours reaching to windward, it quickly became apparent we
would not have enough fuel and we were fed up with living in a washing machine on agitate, while
aggravated by the constant sound of the engine straining to give us just 2-3 knots of headway. Thankfully,
our friends at Mid Atlantic Yacht Services (MAYS) had responded to the IridiumGo! email message we
sent when the shroud broke. They confirmed they could fabricate a new shroud within just a few hours of
receiving the broken shroud at their shop in Horta on Faial Island. The only delays would be shipping,
which could be overnight shipping between Faial and Santa Maria, just 100 miles to the west of us; or 3-4
weeks for shipping if we proceded to the Madeira Islands.

The decision was immediate, Santa Maria Island here we come! With that decision, it only took a minute
to about face and change the “washing machine on agitate” ride in Oh!, to a silk carpet as we motored on
a deep broad reach back to Santa Maria. Our speed over ground jumped to 7 knots as the following seas
gently lifted Oh! and rolled beneath us and… we were going to get a chance to visit the last of the Azores
Islands. Yes, every cloud has a silver lining!

There is quote from Goethe, the Dutch Philosopher, titled “Commitment” that I have framed in my home
in Calgary. In a nutshell, it basically says that until you commit to something, you will never know all the
unforeseen circumstances, forces and assistance you will encounter that will help drive you toward your
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goal. I have experienced that over the course of Oh!’s Atlantic Circuit on many occasions. Mr. Goethe
was absolutely correct.

The 100 miles to Santa Maria flew by and we arrived in time to remove the broken shroud and T-Hook
attachment plate to get them shipped to Horta the same day. The lady that helped me at the airport
shipping terminal was simply incredible. She told me she would personally make sure the cable went out
that night. If for some reason the cable missed that flight, or there was any delay, it would miss the last
connection in Ponta Delgada for the flight to Faial and there would be no chance of receiving it before the
approaching holiday long weekend. The push was on to get it to Faial so MAYS could duplicate it and get
it back to us before the airline commercial shipping terminals in Faial and Ponta Delgada closed for the
long weekend. Not only did the MAYS staff go personally to meet the arriving flight in Faial to pick up
the broken cable, they also duplicated it and got it back on the very next flight in just a few hours for the
return trip to Santa Maria. The staff at MAYS were also incredible.

Unfortunately, the return trip required an overnight layover in Ponta Delgada that was unavoidable. That
meant it would get to Santa Maria on time, but I would not be able to pick it up for three more days due to
holiday weekend shut down. The Santa Maria commercial shipping terminal closed at 5pm, but the
incoming flight arrived at 8 pm. No problem, the wonderful lady that helped ship the cable out told me
that if MAYS managed to get the cable to the Santa Maria airport on that exact flight she could make it
work. She asked me to let her know if the cable would be coming back as quickly as hoped and if it was I
could meet her at the passenger reception for the incoming flight. She would be working that evening as
part of the ground crew. Therefore, she could personally open up the closed shipping and receiving
building to deliver me the new cable, since she needed to check in the arriving parcels as part of her shift.
In just 72 hours Oh! had a new starboard inner shroud in my hands – incredible!

The final piece of the puzzle was getting it riveted and installed in the mast. Ricardo Botelho, (the owner
of Nauti-Botelho, the local boatyard) assured me if I received the cable no later than the holiday Friday
night, he and his technician would come by Saturday morning to rivet the T-hook socket back into the
mast. We had been told by several yachts and websites that Nauti-Botelho had great service and did very
good work, especially on fibreglass repairs, and they certainly lived up to their reputation. Thanks to the
help of some key people on Santa Maria and at MAYS on Faial, Mr. Goethe’s comment on
“Commitment” was spot on!

Once again we were all set to make our second departure for the Madeira Islands. Ugh, maybe not so
fast…The arrival in Santa Maria to get the shroud repaired was a very focused effort. The push to get the
repair done was because I could see another low pressure system developing in the Atlantic that was
forecast once again to become a hurricane, very similar to Hurricane Helene. However, it was developing
in the mid-Atlantic southwest of the Azores, and would presumably go north or northwest. By Saturday
Oct 6, when the shroud was finally re-installed, those thoughts were gone and the direction of what would
become Hurricane Leslie became a huge question mark. Do we depart for the Madeira Islands right away,
or stay? Unfortunately, as each new forecast became available, the predicted path of Hurricane Leslie just
became more scattered and unpredictable. Like Medusa’s hair, Hurricane Leslie had potential to go
snaking off in any direction. As I read the analysis and warnings from the NOAA site, it was clear even
the forecasters were really struggling with where this swirl of high energy activity would go. They were
openly expressing and admitting frustration about trying to make any reliable path predictions. How do
you predict the path of something that was essentially stationary – and the storm stayed that way for over
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five days, frustrating the forecasters and making me very reluctant to leave the snug little harbour of Vila
do Porto. The potential paths included all of the Azores, the Madeira’s, Portugal and potentially even
parts of the Canary Islands, which made a move in any direction too risky.

So what do you do when you can’t figure out what to do? Well, a pot luck dinner with all the other
cruisers who were also wearing out their finger nails scratching their heads over Hurricane Leslie, would
be a good place to start. It doesn’t take long for a half dozen cruising boats in a small marina to get to
know each other and there was a perfect spot at the head of the marina, with picnic tables and a nice view
of the harbor, to enjoy an evening of favorite dishes and treats from around the world. Our group had
representation from the Netherlands, France, Norway, Spain, U.S.A, England, Finland, Canada and a
special representative from the canine world enjoying our gathering. In the end, the weather issues
remained unresolved – but we had a great evening!

 A spaghetti plot of Hurricane Leslie’s potential path predictions. A pot luck cruisers dinner to chat about
the weather of course! The crazy forecast path predictions of Hurricane Leslie that were just 12 hours
apart. The hurricane eventually decided Friday at noon on Oct. 12 to make a rifle shot to Portugal, sparing
the Atlantic Islands.

Santa Maria is the south eastern most Island of the Azores and much like Flores in the northwest, it
retains a charming, more rural setting. The landscape is varied with open pasture lands, treed slopes of the
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higher elevations and steep cliffs along the northern shores. Like all of the Azores, the scenery is
spectacular, with the deep greens of the land and multi colored blues of the sea creating picture perfect
vistas in every direction. As we waited for the “hurricane with no sense of direction” to figure out its life,
we took time to do “boat list” stuff and also tour the Island and do several hikes. Our favorite hike was a
segment of a much longer one we would like to come back and complete one day. An entrepreneurial
man has renovated four traditional stone dwellings into hikers’ lodges. The lodges break up a hike around
Santa Maria Island into four segments. If you plan far enough in advance you can book for a succession
of four nights, allowing you to hike around the Island with minimal gear and enjoy luxurious
accommodations. If you add the meals package, you arrive to a home cooked meal and a different,
beautiful cabin each night. Not surprisingly, his business is becoming very popular. Unfortunately, it may
be threatened, as a large area that they currently hike through is potentially going to become part of a new
space port for the European Space Agency to launch satellites. That may close off a large segment of one
of the trails that passes through some of the most picturesque areas of Santa Maria.

Our hike along one segment of that trail led us past abandoned limestone quarries filled with fossil beds,
volcanic plugs and cinder cones, farm fields, along cliffs with stunning vistas, and through forests filled
with the sound of song birds. It ended near an incredible set of tiny, picture perfect secluded beaches that
just welcomed us into the warm clear waters to enjoy the surf and bask in the penetrating heat of the late
afternoon sun. What an amazing day! The owner of the huts told us that the best hikes were on the other
side of the Island – It is hard to imagine how they could beat the one we enjoyed. I guess we will just
have to go back and complete the island circuit to find out. It was now Oct 14th and our quick stop in
Santa Maria to get the shroud repaired had stretched into its 12th day. With Hurricane Leslie finally no
longer a threat to us, we could safely depart for the Madeira Islands. Unfortunately, over the space of just
12 hours Hurricane Leslie became a very real threat to our Australian friends, David and Mary, 800 miles
northeast in Portugal. A quick WhatsApp note to them warning of the hurricane’s potential path, had
them scrambling to find a suitable place to secure Adventurous. Fortunately, they were successful.

Tick, tock, tick, tock was the sound in my brain of the Schengen clock. We were close to using up our 90
days in Europe and had to get moving. The Madeira Islands were calling.
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 The mosaic tile work in Santa Maria was the most artistic we had seen in the Azores. Last of the year’s
harvest – freshly picked grapes, yummy! After a hot but beautiful cliff side hike, this deserted and private
little beach was calling us for a swim. The green fields of Santa Maria with a massive squall on the
horizon – change is definitely in the winds for quiet and beautiful Santa Maria.

Oh!’s time in the Azores was originally planned to be three weeks of Oh!’s Atlantic circuit of the
Azores, Portugal, Spain, Morocco, the Madeira and Canary Islands. However, I had now spent 73 days in
just the Azores and enjoyed every moment. To their credit, every Azorean person we met was warm,
welcoming, and incredibly friendly. The islands in the archipelago were all created by identical
geological processes, yet each has a very unique range of attractions, geology, geography and almost
micro-cultures that are so engrossing I did not want to leave any of them.

The close association to the European Community has clearly benefited the Azores, and it shows in the
quality of roads, services, variety of foods available and living standards on the these islands that are 750
nm. from Portugal. Litter and graffiti were almost non-existent, and even the well-marked trails would
frequently have garbage disposal bins at the trail heads and full sets of recycling bins! The Azoreans
clearly have great pride in their history and past expertise as whalers. Their resilience shines in seeing
how they have reshaped that expertise into a premiere destination for whale and dolphin watching eco-
tours. There are active programs and incentives for industrious persons to immigrate to the Azores to re-
build their once extensive and highly sought after wine industries and agricultural resources. Add to that a
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Portuguese history going back six hundred years, with very little war damage and no readily apparent
cultural friction within their community – and the Azores almost have it all. They just lack abundant
natural bays and harbors for anchoring. Yet even that is a relatively minor issue as they have built many
harbours with large moles and a well-managed system of marinas where visiting yachts are openly
welcomed and with reasonable prices. Now… if they would just stock hazelnut crème for my coffee…I
might never have left! The Azores are truly “SPECTACULAR”.

Stay tuned for the next article in the series, which will take Oh! and its crew to the Madeira Islands.

References: 

Atlantic Islands Sixth Edition – RCC Pilotage Foundation, Imray books. Authors Anne Hammick
and Hilary Keatinge
Hurricane Weather predictions and graphics are screen shots from the NOAA Website. (National
Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration).

About The Author

Rod Morris

Oh! - 2006 Robertson and Caine Leopard 40’ Catamaran

Rod has been sailing Oh! throughout the eastern Caribbean for the past three seasons offering people the
chance to ”Sample the Cruising Lifestyle” and is currently completing an Atlantic Circuit. He has
enjoyed 8 Caribbean passages and 3 Atlantic Passages (including 1 solo) over the past 10 years. Rod is a
Professional Geologist, Gliderpilot and RYA Yachtmaster (Offshore) and has been a member of BCA for
3 years. Diane is a Nurse Educator, who loves to travel, explore and enjoy the outdoors. You can follow
their travels on Instagram at sv_oh, or find out how you can join them through their website:
www.cloudstocoral.com. They can be reached at info@cloudstocoral.com. 

_______________________________________________
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VI Fleet Rendezvous 2019

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/news/vi-fleet-rendezvous-2019/

In preparation for many of the joys and challenges they may face offshore, a group from the Vancouver
Island 2018/19 Fleet met at Port Browning over the April 12 -14 weekend. How better to get such an
event rolling than with a potluck get together on the dock?

Saturday’s events included a typical cruising tradition of morning VHF check-in followed by a chance to
fire up the HF radios and join the Great Northern Boaters Net on 3870MHz. This was supplemented by
Gord’s fabulous cinnamon buns. After breakfasting the gang experimented with mast climbing
techniques and examined how to best rig and use downwind jibe preventers or boom brakes as they
prowled around each other’s vessels exchanging ideas.
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 Ken Newman ascends Ayomide and Gord Wolf “good to go” on Mojave.

At mid-afternoon Connie Morahan and Peter McMartin arrived on Cookie Cutter with Al Kitchen in tow
to share in the festivities and join in aboard Ragtime for a potluck dinner.
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Ragtime and Cookie Cutter with an exotic improvised temporary shelter that soon started to look too
much like it wanted to be a sail.

The evening was made complete with music on the dock courtesy of Peter on the guitar, Daragh on the
mandolin, Gord on the fiddle and the chorus of wailing sailors.

 Some of the gang aboard Ragtime.

The evening was made complete with music on the dock courtesy of Peter on the guitar, Daragh on the
mandolin, Gord on the fiddle and the chorus of wailing sailors.
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Sunday morning opened with another VHF check-in followed by coffee and muffins on the dock to
supplement the omelette in a bag feast prepared by the gang on Ragtime. After more good conversation
and boat visits it was time to set the sails and head home.

 All the fixings you could ever want in an omelette on Ragtime, while Susan demonstrates the omelette
bag shake/massage technique and Ron serves as “pot master”.

Many thanks to Leslie and Don for joining us from Vancouver, to Connie and Peter for showing off the
“Cookie” and ferrying Al to the event, to Joan and Ken for rescuing Daragh due to Chantey V’s
“issues”, to Ron for coordinating with the marina, to Daragh for planning and shepherding the event, and
lastly to the great group of cruisers who made this a success and such great fun.

About The Author

Al Kitchen - VI Fleet Coordinator

Wyndspree - Huntingford 53 Ketch

Al Kitchen has been a BCA member since 2005. Al and his wife Gaye lived aboard Wyndspree (53?
ketch) from 1996 until 2007 and cruised the BC coast throughout this time. Between 2006 and the
present, Al crewed on different boats with fellow Bluewater members, including voyages from Victoria,
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BC to San Francisco; Gladstone, Australia to Fiji; New Zealand to Victoria, B.C.; and San Jose del Cabo
to Hilo, HI. Al is now co-coordinating the V.I. Fleet group with Daragh Nagle.

_______________________________________________
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Vancouver Fleet Report: May 2019

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/news/vancouver-fleet-report-may-2019/

The May meeting of the Vancouver Fleet of 2019 was held at the Scottish Cultural Centre on May 28.

The program featured Anders Lonnqvist and Elizabeth Angst drawing from their vast experience
delivering yachts across oceans and along rivers in all weathers to tell about common problems that
cruisers may encounter. They shared lots of interesting stories about sailing other people’s boats and the
kind of maintenance that needs to be done along the way.

The talk was followed by a lively question and answer session.

Fleet and Watchkeepers Barbecue

The fleet would like to invite all Fleet of 2019 members to the Fleet and Watchkeepers Barbecue at
Spruce Harbour Marina on June 25.
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Members of all Fleets are invited as are watchkeepers of all chapters. Details will be sent out closer to the
date.

 

About The Author

Cameron and Marianne McLean, Vancouver Fleet Coordinators

Mayknot - Seabird 37

Cam and Marianne McLean have been BCA members since 1987, cruised offshore, and have served as
the Vancouver Fleet Coordinators for many years.

_______________________________________________
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BCA 2019 Member Directory has Arrived!

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/news/bca-2019-member-directory-has-arrived/

During the past few weeks, the 2019 edition of the Bluewater Cruising Association (BCA) Member
Directory arrived in the mailboxes of members in good standing from Vancouver Island to Calgary and
beyond – have you received yours?  If not, please email BCA’s Administrator, Vimmy Dhillon, to ensure
your membership is up-to-date.

The Member Directory is published thank to the volunteer efforts of many, including returning Directory
Coordinators, Donna Sassaman and Rhonda Schuller, and Guylain Roy-Machabee, Jennifer Handley,
Vimmy Dhillon and Linda Mitsui. If you are interested in volunteering with a passionate group of
talented individuals on next year’s directory, please contact Donna Sassaman.

The Directory is a great way to learn more about BCA, meet the 2019 Watchkeepers and Board of
Directors, and most importantly to connect with other BCA members. You may choose to keep your copy
on your boat so that when you pull in to an anchorage and see another vessel proudly flying the BCA
burgee, you can look them up in your Member Directory and connect with new friends!

You will also see, right inside the front cover, a tear-out Volunteer Form, that all members are asked to
complete.  As a volunteer-led and volunteer-run organization, BCA relies on its members to step up and
get involved in ways that are meaningful and of interest to each individual.  Please take a few minutes to
complete and submit your form and consider how you can give back to this unique association.
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Last of all, in order to keep the directory up to date, if you experience a change over the year, such as a
new name, new boat, new partner, etc., please update your information on the BCA website, log-in, then
click on My Profile and Manager Profile; or email your changes to Vimmy Dhillon.

Update:  Please add Katrina Barnes, BCA Communications Watchkeeper
(communications@bluewatercruising.org), to the list of Association-wide positions at the top of page 6. 
Katrina’s role and responsibilities was inadvertently missed out and the entire editorial team extends its
sincere apologies to Katrina for that oversight.

_______________________________________________
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Congratulations, Jordan and Judy!

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/news/congratulations-jordan-and-judy/

BCA congratulates Jordan and Judy Mills, Sea Turtle IV, and crew member, Chanty, on successfully
crossing their outbound tracks in late April, thus becoming BCA’s newest circumnavigators.

Nearly 10 years and 50,000nm after their departure from BC in Sept 2009, they deserve our
congratulations! Watch for details re their arrival in Victoria (est. June/July); a welcome flotilla is in the
works!

Jordan and Judy have kept a detailed and entertaining blog for the duration of their circumnavigation and,
not surprisingly, have some great photos too. Check the blog for anticipated arrival info.
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About The Author

Jennifer Handley

Camdeboo - Lavranos 50 Cutter-Rigged Sloop

Jennifer Handley and Campbell Good sailed Camdeboo to the South Pacific in 2006 with their two
daughters, a niece, nephew and Jennifer’s brother. By the time Camdeboo returned to Victoria in 2011,
she had 25,000 nm under her keel, visited 14 countries and 27 people had come aboard as crew. Jennifer
was BCA Commodore 2014-2016 and happily took on the role of Past Commodore in 2017.

_______________________________________________
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Calgary - Launch into Summer BBQ

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/calgary-launch-into-summer-bbq-2/

The Calgary Chapter Watch invites you to enjoy a relaxed social event to celebrate the end of another
awesome year of BCA activities in Calgary and the start of the summer cruising season.  Please note the
date for this special event, our Launch into Summer 2019 BBQ, is not the usual Tuesday evening at
HMCS Tecumseh; instead it is a Saturday afternoon/evening in Cochrane.

When:  Saturday, June 8, 2019, starting 1600h

Where:  Cochrane, 1 hour west of Calgary (home of Calgary Chapter Treasurer, Rick Reynolds); a
detailed map will be sent to you after you RSVP: YES

What to Bring:  Please bring a salad, side dish or dessert to share, your own beverages and lawn/camp
chairs.  The Chapter will provide burgers, hotdogs and condiments.

Need More Info:  Contact Calgary Speakers Watchkeepers, Linda & Garry

RSVP Required: To RSVP, click on the RSVP button at the top right of the event page
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 What are your summer cruising plans this year??

Come share your sailing & cruising plans for the summer; we look forward to seeing you at the BBQ!

Photo credit: Photo by mali maeder from Pexels

_______________________________________________
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VI South Summer BBQ and Social

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/bca-vi-south-summer-bbq-and-social/

VI South Summer BBQ:  Come celebrate 41 years of BCA!

It’s time to look back on another great year of BCA events (our 41st!) and share upcoming cruising plans
with friends before we head off on our summer break. Please join us on the SECOND Tuesday of the
month, June 11, for a BBQ and social for members and their guests.

George Creek from the Marine Parks Forever Society will be giving us a brief presentation about his
organization and the work they do to improve the amazing local cruising ground so many of us enjoy
each year.

Please bring an appy or dessert to share. The BBQ main course, as well as salad, is on us.

An RSVP prior to June 2 would be appreciated so that we make sure nobody goes hungry! Please register
on the website (here) to let us know you are coming.

Date: Tuesday, June 11th
Time: 6:00pm
Location: CFSA (Canadian Forces Sailing Association)
1001 Maplebank Road (off Admirals Road)
Cost: $10 per person

_______________________________________________
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Vancouver Club Night - Potluck Social and Story Swapping

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/vancouver-club-night-potluck-social-and-story-swapping/
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Whoooooo has a good story to tell?  We all do!  And we all love to share them, don’t we?  It’s such a
hoot!

Join your friends and fellow BCA members for the June Social Potluck.  We all know how potlucks
work: please come with a dish large enough to serve yourself plus several other people.

In addition to enjoying each other’s tasty culinary offerings, we’ll enjoy each other’s interesting,
riveting, touching, educational, and/or funny stories!  Please consider sharing one of your favourite
stories with the rest of us.  To encourage participation, there will be bribes, er, prizes!

The projector will be available to show photos, although the lighting in the hall is a bit too bright, this
being close to the longest day of the year.

PLUS – don’t forget that primary members can pick up their complimentary lapel pin at the Bosun’s
Table! Additional pins can be purchased for $5.

The bar will be open as usual.  Doors open at 7pm.

_______________________________________________
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Vancouver Island Cruising Experience (VICE) 2019

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/vancouver-island-cruising-experience-vice-2019/

There is no preparation for going offshore quite like being offshore. You can do this by joining VICE
(Vancouver Island Cruising Experience).

VICE is a multi-day (usually 2-3 days) shakedown cruise for BCA members in good standing that gives
participants a chance to test their boat and themselves – cooking, eating, sleeping, using offshore systems,
communicating and keeping watch at sea – the skills needed when offshore. VICE also provides an
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opportunity to practice manoeuvres like heaving to and deploying a drogue or storm anchor – best
practised before Mother Nature puts you to the test!

VICE 2019 starts with boats gathering in Bamfield on or prior to July 20. The plan is to depart on July 20
(depending on weather) and sail to an offshore point approximately 100nm out into the Pacific and back
in an effort to experience a proper taste of going offshore. The specific destination (GPS coordinates) will
be finalized a bit closer to the time, depending on forecasted weather.

If you are interesting in learning more about VICE, reading past reports from cruisers who have tried it
out, or want to sign up (or put your name down as crew), please join the VICE Group.  Please note that
you must be logged in to view the VICE page.

 How to join the VICE group

To register for VICE 2019, please follow the process outlined on the website.  Questions can be directed
to Dave and Karon Wilson, this year’s VICE coordinators.

_______________________________________________
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